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ANTX RELEASES DIALOG SCOUT
AFFORDABLE INDUSTRIAL ALARM SYSTEM
DiaLog Scout provides alarming and remote monitoring
for smaller industrial applications

AUSTIN, TEXAS... Antx, a leading provider of real-time monitoring, control and alarm notification
systems for companies with remote assets that require maintenance, monitoring and control, has
released a smaller alarm notification and remote monitoring system called DiaLog Scout.
The DiaLog Scout has many of the capabilities of the DiaLog Elite, at a fraction of the cost.
The Scout provides a truly industrial quality alarm system at a cost of typical commercial systems.
Advanced features found on the Scout which set it apart from other low-end alarm systems are:
integral keypad and LCD display to make programming extremely easy without using any other
equipment, internal alarm that notifies you when the battery needs to be replaced so you never miss
an alarm condition, remote programming over the phone so you do not always have to go to the site
to make changes, a relay that can be controlled remotely to turn on/off critical equipment, and an
event log that can be viewed locally or retrieved remotely to detail every operation the Scout has
performed.
The DiaLog Scout is available in 3 models – DS4 and DS8, that have 4 and 8 dry contact or
digital inputs respectively, and the DS11 that has 8 dry contact or digital inputs, 2 analog inputs and
1 relay output. Additionally, the Scout is available in an OEM configuration with options of
additional analog inputs, analog outputs, serial port, custom protocols and wireless communication
support.
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Measuring approximately 9”wide by 7”high, the Scout’s aluminum NEMA-12 enclosure can
be flush mounted in a door or it can be panel or wall mounted. Optionally, the Scout is available in a
NEMA-4X enclosure with or without integral cell-phone.
So, if you applications require durability, extreme temperatures, flexibility or ease of use, the
DiaLog Scout meets your needs. Indeed, the DiaLog Scout is not just another autodialer.
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